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Fintechinvestments.net is the 

leading Investment and 

Bitcoin mining service 

provider in the world. Our 

team of IT developers has 

depth knowledge of Bitcoin 

mining, assets and that is why 

they working delicately to 

make mining accessible to 

everyone.

Our main goal is, every people have 

knowledge about Bitcoin cloud mining, 

investment and they are starting to earn from 

Bitcoin mining, regardless of location, 

experiment, investment and age.



Fintech Investments
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Who We Are
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Working Together To Deliver Growth To Your Investments.

We bring the right people together to challenge established thinking and 

drive transformation. We work with our clients to build the capabilities that 

enable organizations to achieve sustainable advantage.

Build Your Team
Do You Want To Be A Part Of

Our Partnership Program?

Using your referral code in your investor dashboard, refer potential investors 

to our service and earn. You gain a commission of 15% per every invested 

referral registered with your link.

Instant Commissions

Accessible Always

Future Incentives

We're a distinctive wealth and investment management firm actively building 

enduring value for our clients.



Our Three Easy Steps
Only 3 simple steps will allow you to invest and start earning with our 

guaranteed daily profit system.
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Our Introduction
Looking Beyond The Short Term For The Most

Sustainable Outcome.

We're a distinctive wealth and investment management firm actively building enduring value for our 

clients. We actively manage your portfolio to ensure it remains appropriate for the ever-changing 

conditions in the global economy and financial markets. We have a well-defined investment process, 

which is fundamental to the service we provide. This process creates a strong yet flexible framework 

for our investment professionals to work together, sharing ideas and challenging each other’s views. It 

is constantly evolving and we continue to invest in the resources required to ensure it remains robust. 

We are into real estate arbitrage, gold mining and car accessories in delight to meet your essential 

investment needs.

Fintech Investment is a leading investment provider to financial market professionals. Our technical strategies 

cover forex, binary options and crypto. Our market depth and knowledge are attributed to our acquired 

experience on trading floors of many banking institutions.

Startegic Vision

Interpersonal Skill

Networks That Span Sectors

Flexible Delivery Model
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We have a dedicated team for clients who want 100% ethical and sustainable investment management. 

We achieve results by harnessing our extensive investment research resources. Our investment 

process captures the best thinking of our strategists, analysts and investment managers, which we use 

to build and manage your portfolio.

WHAT WE DO

Our organisation exists purely to support the people we trade with – the world’s more disadvantaged investors. 

We believe that investment, if organised and regulated properly, can lift the world’s poor out of poverty. At 

Fintech Investment, we push ourselves daily to a limit of breaking point while enjoying ourselves while making 

profits. Fintech Investment is a registered organization that offers private membership to individuals who wish 

to invest into Forex Trading, Binary Options, CFDs on stocks, ETFs and Crypto Trading.



How we Work

Three Simple Steps

Working Process

Find Sources, evaluate 

Sources, establish a 

potential market.
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Research

Breaking a market into 

segments and outline 

target goals.

Targeting

Activate market entries with 

pre-evaluated results and exit 

points.

Results



An Investment In Knowledge

Pays The Best Interest.

We have a dedicated team for clients who want 

100% ethical and sustainable investment management.

Ethical Investments

We have invested in our ability to monitor how your 

investments perform. Sophisticated, market-leading 

software enables us do this.

Professional Data Analysis

Our diversified investment strategy combines 

different assets and can be one of the best ways 

to preserve and enhance wealth over the long term.

Business Strategy
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Cryptocurrency Trading

Cryptocurrency Trading is the Forex (Foreign Exchange) of cryptocurrencies. This 

means, you are able to trade different bitcoin and altcoin normally for USD and BTC. 

Cryptocurrency Trading is an alternative way to get involved in the Crypto-World! 

Unlike mining, it doesn’t require mining hardware nor investing in bitcoin hyips or 

bitcoin cloud mining (which always has risk involved in their integrity).
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Gold Mining

Gold mining is a global business with operations on every continent, except Antarctica, 

and gold is extracted from mines of widely varying types and scale.

Mines and gold mining operations have become increasingly geographically diverse, 

far removed from the concentrated supply of four decades or so ago when the vast 

majority of the world’s gold came from South Africa.

China was the largest gold producer in the world in 2016, accounting for around 14% of 

total annual production. But no one region dominates. Asia as a whole produces 23% of 

all newly-mined gold. Central and South America produce around 17% of the total, with 

North America supplying around 16%. Around 19% of production comes from Africa and 

14% from the CIS region. See our interactive gold mining map for gold production per 

country in 2019.

Why Invest in Cryptocurrencies?
The skyrocketing rise in cryptocurrency value is shaking up the financial markets. 

Cryptocurrency market was valued at $500 billion U.S Dollars at the end of 2017. Its 

value rose over 360% from the beginning of 2017. Cryptocurrencies are known for their 

rapid price movements, providing potentially high returns on investment.



Certifice
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Loan
Getting a loan doesn’t have to be intimidating, with the right lender it can be a simple 

process. You only need a lender committed to taking the mystery out of the mortgage 

loan process! At mapleinvestment.ltd, we understand! Our investors want simple facts, 

honest answers and competitive products.

fintechinvestment.ltd automatically offers loan services to investors with over $100,000 

investment in our normal mapleinvestment.ltd packages. Investors over $100,000 are 

entitled to loans of $500,000-1millon dollars yearly with 5% paid monthly, or the investor 

could wish to compound the interest till the time limit, provided all required 

information and identity of the investor are duly confirmed by the mapleinvestment.ltd 

loan board.

EVERYONE DESERVES A PEACE OF MIND

Invest on Our Retirement Plan today and Enjoy a good old age

For employers, defined contribution retirement plans represent 

freedom from financial volatility, traditional pension risk, market 

volatility, and long-term financial uncertainty; however, they also 

impose new risks and responsibilities on the employer. For 

employees, defined contributions offer individual control, greater 

flexibility, and, in an ideal world, access to institutionally priced 

investments. Secure the future of your finance even after you retire.
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Fintech Investment offers investment options in most major cities for multi-family, office, retail and 

hospitality properties. The platform gives investors the opportunity to invest as little as $100,000 in a 

project.

As an investor, you will receive frequent project updates and financial statements to keep investors 

Informed of the current state of their holdings. The company only partners with experienced 

developers that have a track record of success, invests in properties in locations with high growth 

potential, offers investments in major markets with solid fundamentals to avoid potential bubbles 

and invests in projects that will improve neighborhoods, eventually boosting the properties’ overall 

value. The company offers investors several different asset classes to choose from, including high-

rise buildings in Manhattan or single family homes in Phoenix.

Real Estate

Investors looking for portfolio diversification through sector-specific funds can find multiple 

opportunities within the energy industry – and more specifically, companies operating in the oil 

and gas drilling sector. It is necessary to analyze certain metrics to understand a company’s level of 

profitability and make informed investment decisions. One of the measures commonly used to 

determine a company’s profitability is the profit margin.

OIL AND GAS

Calculating Profit Margin
Investors can analyze a company’s profit margin or net profit margin by completing a simple 

calculation that determines revenues. The profit margin of a company is determined by subtracting 

total expenses from total sales and then dividing that number by total company sales. This profit 

margin calculation does not take into account common stock dividends, but does include 

depreciation, taxes and interest expenses. A company’s net profit margin is calculated similarly by 

subtracting total expenses from total revenue (not sales) and then dividing that number by total 

revenue. This gives investors deeper insight into how a company is converting its bottom line 

revenue into profit for shareholders.
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Tools
fintechinvestments.net provides you with the tools you need to operate a productive and 

profitable business in today’s rapidly changing landscape. Your state-of-the-art 

fintechinvestments.net back office tracks all relevant and essential data so that you know 

exactly what’s happening in your business in real time.

fintechinvestments.net also provides, the most powerful communication and customer 

acquisition tool on the market - RapidFunnel™. This tool, optimized for mobile use, facilitates 

communication and makes it easier for fintechinvestments.net members to build strong, 

genuine relationships for their business and organization. RapidFunnel uses authentic 

sharing technology which results in increased sales for you and your team! Imagine having 

all of the analytics necessary to break down your team's activity, having the ability to 

recognize team members for their efforts, identifying your most interested prospects and 

much, much, more all at your fingertips!

Training
At fintechinvestments.net, training is our specialty! From our executive team to our dynamic 

cast of international field leaders, we have the best training and support to help both the 

experienced builder and the beginner just getting started. Live Discover Trip events, weekly 

meetings, specialized training videos and more will all be at your disposal to help you 

maximize your earning potential.



Investment is your passion. Visit this page often to see the exciting and 

transparency of fintechinvestments.net, Members. The person missing out is you!! Let's go

Fintech Investments

Gallery
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